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ABSTRACT

/

isto more general locally CODvex spaces. A systematic

It is a well-known result of I.C. Gohberg, M.G~ Krein

and T. Kato that if If is a GoD1.-FrcdholD oporator between Banach

spaces and P a bounded oporator or norD small enough, or a

compact operator, then T+P is a semi-Fredholm operator with the

same index as T.

This thesis is concerned with extensioas of t

made of sUitably detined small bounded or precompact pertu~bation6

or <Pot and cP-. -operators. The res~ts obtained apply in particular

to Frechet spa~es and effectively extend the theorems of I~C.

Gohberg, M.G. Krein and T. Kata as woll as several or Ju.K.

Vladimirski •

Duality i8 shown to be a convenient tool to prove many

or these results. So.me applicatioDs are also given.

"
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INTRODUCTION

An important theorem concerning non-analytic perturbations

of linear operators is the following result of Gohberg, Krein (5)

and Kato ( 10) :

If T is a semi-Fredholm operator be~en Banach spaces

and P a bounded operator of norm small enou~or a compact
\

operator, then T+P is a sem1-Fredhola operator with the saae

index as T (cf. definitions in Chapter 0).
"

This index theorem has numerous applications. It can be

used in particular to prove the existence of solutions of certain
'\

runctional equations (cf. (11».

There are similar situations with linear partial difte
J

rential operators, whare the spaces involved are Frechet spaces

rather than Banac~spaces. The question then arises whether a

generalized version ot the index t~orcm holds.

This thesis deals with extonsions at th~ theorem of Gohberg,
o ~ '"
"0

Krein and Kato to more ge~eral locally convex spaces, 1n partieu~ar

to Frechet spaces.
,

In the setting ot general locally conVex spaces, it is

possi ble to de tine several concepts of Ifsnall" perturbations'

which reduce in case of normed spaces to operators with emall

norms. In Chapter I we first consider small, compact or precompact

perturbations in the sense that, when restricted to certain

suitable Bubspaces eqUipped with convenient norms, the perturbing
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operators are small in nora, compact or precompact. It is assUMed

.I that these norll1ed "eubspaces" are Banach spaces and that the

restricted operators satisry· the hypotheses or the (ndex the:rem

ot Kato. We establish several stability theorems, i~lUding the

stability or the index.

In Chapter II we investigate emall or precompact pertur-

bations in the sense that the perturbing operator aaps a neigh-

borhood at the origin into a emall bounded disk or a precompact

disk. We make extensiTe use ot dual1ty~. It turns out that in the

duals, the adjoint operators constitute perturbations ot the type

considered in Chapter I. The suitable Banach "subspaces" in this

case are those generated ~ closed equicont1nuou8 dieks. We
.

apply the results or Chapter I, and obtain by duality stability

theorems tor small bounded and precompact perturbations or <p+
and ~~ -operators. (The case of compact perturbations is sottled

by some theorems ot Schwartz (23). K~the (12) and Schaefer (22)i

it is also covered by our approach.)

"Our results 1n Chapters I and II yield several general1-

zatioDS or the theorem~ ot Gohborg, Krein and Kato, eapoc1ally tor

ep.. -oporator8. They a180 strengthen aany results or Vlad.1airsk1,

announced without proot in (26i27).

Chapter.III deals with sooe variations or the preViously

considered perturbations, and contain8 Dome appl1cat1on8. In

particular, the stability results are extended to the case
Il'

wher& the perturbing oporators are bounded UrelatiYe to the

unpertu~~d operators". This tollows • concopt introduced b1



Sz-Nagy (24) tor Banach spaces. Next, perturbations of seml

Fredholm operators with coaplemeDted ranges aad kernels are
....

studied. Pietsch (20) considered this problem tor operators

acting from a space into itself. We treat it for different

domain and range spaces. We also study the beha~iour under

perturbations or operators which "lift" certain families or

weakly compact, disks. Finally, the thesis ends with some

spectral properties of bounded operators in sequentially

complete locally convex spaces, and an exam~le or bounded

perturbations or (~_ ) partial d1rerential operators between

Frechet spaces.

The main text is preceded by a preliminary Chapter 0,

where notations and some frequently used lemmas are gathered.

The cross-references are self-explanatory, and of the

forms Section 111.4.\, Theorem 11.12, etc •••• The rirst (Roman)

numeral refers to the chapter. Tho theorems, propositions,, .
lemmas and corollaries are nunbered consecutively within each

chapter.

Part ot our results appeared or will appear in (3;15;

16;17;18).

/
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convex set,
n

the form ~

1=1
If A

CHAPl'ER 0 •

NOTA.TIONS AND SOME AUXILIARY RESULTS

In this chapter, we define some of the less common term1-

nolog1~s and notations that are ueed in the text. For those termi-

nologies and concepts that are not defined bere, we refer the

reader to (13, Kothe).

We aleo prove succinctly eoce or the au~liary results

to which we shall often implicitly or explicitly refer in the

main· text. These are mostly~.ell-kno.n.

0.1. Kotat10ns relat1pg to tho spaces

Throughout the text, 4e will be concerned mainly with

vector spaces, which we assume to be defined on a same real or

complex scalar fie~d.

Let E be a vector space. A subset ACE is an absolU'tely

or a ~, if A contains all linear combinations of
n

ci x1 such that Xi€A, +=1, •• ~,n, and L lcil .$1.
. . 1=1 n

contains all linear combinations ot the form £ c1x1 ,
i=1

X1< A, 1=1, ••• ,D, for all scalars c1 , then A 1s a linear subspace.

For convent.nco, we aleo call a linear subspace 81mply a auaspace

(as opposed to subset, when the subset 1s not linear).

If ACE then <A) (resp. )'A< ) cfenotes the a.bsolutely convex

I

t
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~ (resp. linear hull) of At that is the intersection of all

disks (resp. subepacea) containing A•. . ~

If L 1s a subspace of E, then dim L denotes the (algebraic)

dimension of L and codim L (or more precisely codim
E

,L) the codi

mension of L in E.

Let At B be two sUbsets ot E. We say that A absorb~ B if

Be AA tor aome scalar ~ > O. It L 1s a sUbspace in E, we say that

A 1s !bsorbent in IJ if L C >A < •
l'

By locallY convex space we mean a locally convex topological

vector space, ,hich is assumed Hausdorff unless otherwise stated.
1(.1\.
~~ Let E be a locally convex space. By neighborhood in E we

mean a (not necessar~ly open) neighborhood or the origin in E,
.

unless otherwise specified. The closure of a subset A is denoted
#

by (A)-~

Let Ac E be a disk. We denote by E
A

the spaco generated by

A, that is )A< topologize~ by the Kinkowski gauge or A (eqUivalently,

E
A

' has a base ot neighborhoods compoeed ot the sets Xi, ~ > 0).

"We say that' the ~sk A 1s norming it E. is a normed space,

that 1s (\ I A = {Ole If moreover EA 1s a Banach space, then A is
£.0 ,

said to be com~leting or a Banach disk. We say that A is a finite

disk if EA 1s a finite dill1en.ejx)~l (euclidean) space.

Let L, Mbe two aubspaces 1n E. We say that L is a comElemont,

or al&ebia1C com~~em.nt, of H in E, and write E =L 0 M, it

L .. H =E and H nL =\Ol. W~ say that L is an algebraic and topo-.

logical complomont' ot Mit moreOTor the projection ot E onto M

along L'is continuous. '

o
o
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Wo donate b1 E+ the dual at E, that is the' space ot all

continuous (linear) tunctionals detined on E. Wo reter to the
+ . +pointwise convorgenco topology OD E or E in the duality (E, E )

8S tho work t2Rolo51, charactorized by the term "woak" (e.g. weak
+closuro, woakly compmct etc ••• ). Unless othorwiso specified, E

is always equipped with the weak topology.

+, In the dual~ty (E, E ), tho polar ot a subset A 1s denoted

by AO : it ACE thon J..o • \1 C E+ s It(x)l' 1, ~ X f J..l; it AC E+
(jJ

then j,0 -lx.E : It(x)I' 1, 'I teA}.

0.2. Notatio!§ rolat1A5 to the oEoratore

Lot E, F bo two Toctor spaces.- BY operator trom E 1nto F
.

we l2ean a linear operator definod on a (l1Jloar) 8\1bspace of E,

wi th valuos in F.

Let ~ be aD operator troa E into F. Then neT) and R(T)

donote the domain (ot def1D1t1o~) and the range (ot values) ot T

reepectivoly. Tho graph ot '1' 1s G(T).I(x,y)CExF : X«D(T),y:Tx}.

We denote bJ N(T) the ~~ (or BUll.!~co) ot T :

N(T) • {X, D(') s '- • OJ.
VO uco the AotatioDS nul(T)'= d1m R(T) tor the nullity

otT, and dot(T) • cod1D R(T) tor tho 9!f1c1encl ot T. Notice

that nul(T) and det(T) ma1 be intinite. If at least one ot them

1s tinite, thon we detinG th~ 194'x ot T to be ~nd(T) = nul(T)
.

- det(T), aDd we aay that T bag M 1q~~

In th1a connoction, we should strese that we will not

distinguish betwelll ditferent carcUDtlli tioD ot intinity, that 1s
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we also write a = b it both a and b are +~ or both are - 00 (but

+00 rl-'-).

For Ac.E and BcF, we write TA = ~TX xeAOD(T)} and

T-1B' ={x ~ D(T) : Tx ~ B J •

Let E, F be locally CODTe% spaces and T an operatpr from

E into F.'

We say that T !as a closed graph if G(T) is closed in

En' (and not only in D(T)xF).

We say that T is open (rosp. almost ope,n) it TO (resp.

(TU)-OR(T» is a neighborhood in R(T), tor 8J1Y neighborhood U

in E.' (It could be proTed easily that it 18 equivalent to say

that T is almost open it (TU)- is a neighborhood in (R(T»- ror

any neighborhood U 1n E. Soe (*) in tho prooY ot Theorem 0.15.)

We say that T 1:8 !eakl,y open 1t 1 t is open when E and F are

equipped with the weak topologie8 •

. The operator If 1s called a ~+ (resp. ~_) -operator it

(a) T has a closed graph, (b) T 1s open, (c) R(T) 18 closed and
.

(d) nul(T) (resp. de!(T» 1s finite, which we denote by nul(T) ( ~

(resp • de r(T) <00 ) •

We say that T 18 a scni-Fredholm operator if it is either

a t+ or a. •• -operator,' and a FreAAoln 1>perator if it 1s both a

+.. and a ep_ -operator (a13e,r the familiar terminology in Banach

spaces).

We say that T is a bounded (reap. com~ctJ precompact,

or weaklY compact) operator it (TU)- is bounded (resp. ~ompact,

precompact 1.0'. total~ bounded, or woakly compact) in F for
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some neighborhood U in E.
'+Finally, it D(T) 1s dense in E, theD ~ denotes the

+ +adjoint operator of T, from F into E •

0.3. Some lemmas

We gather here some of the auxiliary (known) resul~
which we shall often use in the main text. We use the symbol .1.

to mark the end of a proof.,.
We begin with some lemmas on normins and oompleting disks.

LEMMA 0.1. Let L be a linear §ubBp~oe and A. a d1§k 1n a vector

apace E. The following are eguiv~lent

(a)

(b)

L IiEA is C10S9d

(\ (L+rA) = L
t>o

•

Proof. (a) =) (b) : Let X Ii: n (L+tA). Let ~n > 0 be aJJY
t~o

sequenc e COJlTerg!ng to 0. For each E there is x • L such thatn n

x - xn € ~nA. We haTe Xn - Xl ~ L nEA, aDd xn - Xl ~ x - Xl

in EA. By assumption (a) J x - Xl ~ L nEA; hence 'x € L.

(b) ~ (a) : Lot Xc « L OEA and xn .... x in EA. For any

E ~ 0, there is xm auch that x - xm € l.l. Thu8 x .. L+IA. Since E')0

is arbitrary, we have x t1 (\(1+1.1); hence XCLnE
A

.1.
1>0

LEMMA 0.2. Y A, B ge two Banach disks in a vector §~ E~

• ..Y!!1'A+B 1s normipg, thea A+B 1, a Banach disk.

fr2£{. W. coDB1der the o~orator T : EA x EB -+ EA+B
definod ~ (x,y) ... x+y. Obuoualy T is cont1nnoulJ, open and onto.

MoreoTer N(T) 1s closed. Indeod. EA+B 1s Hausdorff, and T is
I








































































































































































































































































